
ROSE CUP, MACLEOD TANKARD AND HAMISH ROBERTSON QUAICH 
 

Format 
Two qualifying rounds of 18 holes strokeplay played from the Medal (White) Tees. 
The leading nett score in the second round will win the Invershin Shield. 
The 8 competitors with the best gross aggregate scores after the two rounds will 
qualify for the Hamish Robertson Scratch Quaich (unless they would rather play in the 
handicap event and in which case they may opt out of the scratch competition. This must 
be done prior to teeing off in the 1st round of qualifying).  
The 8 competitors with the best nett aggregate scores after the two rounds will 
qualify for the Rose Cup matchplay competition. 
The next 8 competitors with the best nett aggregate scores after the two 
rounds will qualify for the MacLeod Tankard matchplay competition. Ties to be decided 
on a count back, better inward half, last 6 holes, last 3 holes etc.  
An automatic draw will be done after close of play and displayed on the noticeboard with 
dates that matches have to be played by. 
 
Conditions 
 
1. Method of Entry 
  

 Online entry will be available 1 month before the date of the competition. 
 You can use the touch screen in hall of the clubhouse. 

A "soft draw" will be in operation for this competition  
  

2. Intention to Play 
 
 Indicate intention to play by entering name in Pro Shop. 
 
3. Suspension/Abandonment of Play 
 
 Play will be abandoned if course deemed unplayable.  The competition will then 

usually be rescheduled at a later date. 
 
 For match play – if the course becomes unplayable, play will be suspended and 

resumed at a mutually agreed date/time at the point of suspension, match score 
to stand. If the course is not unplayable but conditions are so bad that both 
players wish to abandon the match, they may resume at an agreed date/time at 
the point of suspension with the match score to stand. In this instance both 
players must be in agreement. If one player does not wish to stop the game must 
be played until a finish or such times the course becomes unplayable. 

 
 



4. Tied Game – Match Play 
 By agreement between competitors – either sudden death or replay (18 holes). 
 
5. Organising Match Play Competitions 
 
 All competitors are responsible for ensuring matches are played by the due date. 

No extension will be granted. If a ties is not play by due date, all competitions will 
be disqualified. 

 
6. Players winning more than one prize 
 
 In this competition any player may win the Invershin Shield and either the Hamish 

Robertson Quaich, Rose Cup or MacLeod Tankard. 
 
7. Handicaps for Multiple Round Competitions 
 
 Competitors will play off their correct valid handicap and the same handicap for 

the two qualifying rounds. Handicaps to be subsequently adjusted for match play 
according to their correct handicap at the time of playing the match.  
 

8. Disputes  
 

Any dispute which cannot be resolved by the competitors should be brought to 
the attention of the Secretary or Captain ASAP.  If they are unavailable, 
competitors should approach the Professional or a Committee Member. 
 

9. Open to all Gents and Boys who hold a competition handicap. 
 
10. Trophies and prizes for winners and runner ups to be awarded at the Prizegiving.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


